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Learning experiences that inspire and engage.









Do you want to use Project Based Learning in your classroom but are unsure where to start? Don’t love the lessons the big textbook companies provide but need help designing your own? Do you feel like you are working harder than your students? Are your lessons, not the powerful teaching and learning environment you imagined?




Join a community of educators committed to learning together to share ideas and build their practice. Gain access to ongoing professional learning, publications, and leadership opportunities. 




Get lessons you can use right away, customized to your students and your learning goals, and a clear understanding of how to design, facilitate, and assess learning experiences. 




Learn more about the Critical Skills Classroom Programs 












What is the Critical Skills Classroom?






Critical Skills Research Base












Why Critical Skills?












Critical Skills in Under a Minute



















What do teachers say about the Critical Skills Classroom?






What we need in this world more than anything else is adults who know how to work together to solve problems, and Critical Skills help teachers transform their classrooms into places where students practice that all the time.


Nelia Rath
Assistant Head of School, The Riverside School. Lyndonville, VT





Intentionally incorporating Critical Skills into my teaching has transformed the learning experience for my students and for me as the lead learner. CS helps tie the content to real-world experience and makes my classroom a true whole-child, student-centered environment.


Natalee Stotz
6th-grade teacher, Fiddlehead School of Arts and Science- Gray, ME









Critical Skills continues to be ahead of its time in its framework, supporting classrooms where student engagement and learning are centered using Evidence-based practices that teach and engage both academic and social-emotional learning. Its success in providing students with the skills to navigate their learning in a collaborative and safe environment creates a classroom where students are working hard and learning while teachers are using their expertise to guide and support them. It enables teachers to “work smarter, not harder” and students to engage in school where their work and the content are truly meaningful for them.


Maura Hart, EdD














Connect




Learn more about our programs.





Email Faculty 






Discover




Explore our programs





Find your program















Resources




Download these Free E-books, now and visit the resources page for more great tools and ideas.





Why Critical Skills?




What is the critical skills classroom? 






















Sign Up for Connections




Inspiring ideas, news, and tools for teachers like you- right to your inbox. (We promise never to sell or share your information.)
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